Vietnamese Culture I & Vietnamese Culture II = WLLC 299t (2 hour credit)
Vietnam Culture I: The objective of this course to introduce the culture of Vietnam, distinguish the different concepts of culture, and take a look at Vietnamese culture in different time periods, and how religion shapes Vietnamese culture.

Vietnam Culture II: The objective of this course to understand how the Vietnamese people conduct their conversation, to understand the concept of dining, fashion of the locals and how the concept influenced by Vietnam agricultural economy.

Vietnamese Language = WLLC 299t (1 hour credit)
The objective of this course provides brief introduction to Vietnamese, the basics of Vietnamese put into basic context of greeting and introducing.
This course aims to teach foreigners how to say it in Vietnamese by employing different scenarios like
- Asking the time
- Asking for and giving directions
- How to take a taxi
- Going shopping

**Geography and Vietnam Tourism = GEOG 299t (1 hour credit)**
The objective of this course to provide an overview of Vietnam’s geography and tourism. This course aims to:
1. Geography of Vietnam: understand the basic of Vietnam’s geography
2. Vietnam tourism: understand the idea of tourism resources and its difference. Understand the factors behind the formation and development of tourism industry.
3. Territorial segregation: introduction of the country’s main regions on tourism potential, infrastructure, utilities and services.

**History of Vietnam = HIST 299t (1 hour credit)**
The objective of this course to introduce the history of Vietnam from the beginning of civilization to after 1975.

**Economic Development = ECON 199t (1 hour credit)**
The objective of this course to facilitate learning through discussions. This courses surrounds the topic of Vietnam economy: the current state of the economy, history in the progressing economy